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      Happy New Year to all members of this family.  
May all your trials be small and your joys be great.      
     The  photos on this page are from Mom's house.  
The top was the centerpiece at the Mages Christmas, 
and the bottom is Mom's tree.  Helmut and Birgit do 
you recognize the tree on the table as your gift to 
Mom a few years ago.

God's Blessings to all.  Linda

FamilyReunion
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January Birthdays

News Deadline
20th of each month

Send articles and photos 
to Linda at

lindagall@rocketmail.com

www.magesonline.com

A special Hello to My 
Grandson Tobi Mages From 
Oma Barbara
A special Hello to our German 
cousins, Helmut, Birgit, Andi 
and Tobi

Coming Events
January 24,25 &26, 2020 – Men and Boys Fishing Weekend 
at Emerald Hideaway.

April 23, 2020 – Cards with Mom

May 15, 2020 – Cards with Mom

May 16,2020 – Bridal Shower for Becca Schmitz at St. Mary's 
in Sleepy Eye, Mn.

June 24, 2020 – Cards with Mom

July 10, 2020 – Cards with Mom

August 08, 2020 – Wedding of Becca Schmitz and Ethan 
Scharmer

August 18, 2020 – Cards with Mom

August 25, 2020 – Zins Family Reunion at the Pizza Ranch in 
Redwood Falls, Mn. 11:30 am

September 18, 2020 – Cards with Mom

October 12, 2020 – Cards with Mom

November 13, 2020 – Cards with Mom

December 11,2020 – Cards with Mom

Sawyer Ibberson Jan 05
Taylor Mages Jan 09
Jessica Schmitz Jan 09
Luke Fischer Jan 10
Zach Mages Jan 10
Kyle Strate Jan 11
David Fischr Jan 11
Andi Mages Jan 11
Tom Mages Jan 14
Cody Becker Jan 17
Riley Strate Jan 18
Ryan Wolf Jan 19
Laura Wolf Jan 20
Amanda Bemmels Jan 20
Noah Mages Jan 23
Arlene Mages Jan 25
TJ Roiger Jan 27
Ashley Mills Jan 28
Autumn Butler Jan 29
Grace Mages Jan 31

To our German 
Cousins our family 
wishes you a very 
Happy New Year, and 
we hope to see you in 
2020.

Mass Schedule for the Deceased 
Members of the Alphonse Mages Family 

and Cards With Mom!!!
April 23 – Thursday               
May 15 – Tuesday
June 24 – Wednesday
July 10 – Friday
August 18 – Tuesday
September 18 – Friday
October 12 – Monday
November 13 – Friday
December 12 - Friday

Address correction:  in regards to Jermayne’s address, please 
remove the Paynesville address as I no longer am using that one. 
The mail will be forwarded for awhile if you have used it.  Also 
remove the home phone number and my new e mail is: 
jermaynekuss@gmail.com.  My apologies for not getting these 
corrections to Curt in the timely manner of which I should have. 
Please come north and feel free to visit us in Cold Spring. Merry 
Christmas and a Happy New Year!!
Jermayne Kuss

New Address
Jermayne and Duke Kuss
26440 Hermitage Road
Cold Spring, Mn  56320

Jermayne cell 320-293-7603
Duke cell  320-980-4625
duanekuss@me.com
jermaynekuss@gmail.com

mailto:duanekuss@me.com
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Shopping – by Mom

     I needed a new winter coat, and I needed to go shopping.
     My shopping companion turned out to be my husband, Alphonse.  We went to 
Mankato.  I didn't know how this was going to turn out, as he hated to go into clothing 
stores.
     We went through the clothes racks, and picked out several coats that might work.  
Now to try them on.
     We had a very friendly sales lady, and she got a chair for Alphonse so he could 
watch the fittings.  He gave me his opinion, and I decided to get the one that he liked, 
as I liked it too.  So the sale was made.  I had my new winter coat.  A few days later he 
got a letter in the mail from the store thanking him for coming in to help his wife buy a 
coat.  Our friendly sales lady signed the letter.  I thought what a nice compliment.  He 
was pleased with the letter.
     It wasn't the first time he encouraged me to buy something he liked.  We were 
shopping in the cities, and he saw a dress in the window of Dayton's.  You young 
people don't remember that Dayton's used to be a big upper scale department store in 
the cities.  I was hoping they had it in my size.  So we went up to the 5 th floor.  I think 
Adella and Albin Mages were with us, and also Ozzie Mages.  He didn't want to go up 
to the women's floor so we left him in the men's department.  We were on the 5 th floor, 
and sure enough the dress was in my size,  It was a navy dress with a square 
neckline, and a flared skirt and a bolero jacket.  It was more expensive than I would 
have liked, but it was a lovely dress.  We bought it.  I remember Rick was a baby at the 
time, but he never spit up on it.  I still have that dress.  When Lisa was in high school, 
she wore it on dress up day. She received many compliments.
     We were in Herbergers in New Ulm and found this coat, but I needed one size 
bigger.  The sales lady said she could call Mankato, and see if they had the coat in a 
larger size.  Alphonse said we could go and pick it up.  They had the coat, and they put 
it away for us and we picked it up later that day.
     I almost forgot about the yellow pant suit.  Alphonse liked yellow, and he saw this 
outfit in the window of one of the shops at the casino at Hinkley, Minnesota.  They 
used to have a line up of shops for people that stayed in the hotel.  I still have that 
yellow outfit hanging in the closet.
     Alphonse didn't help me buy groceries very often, but when he did we came home 
with all that good stuff that he liked.  He'd buy pickled herring and pickled pig feet, 
summer sausage, beef jerky and more.

Those were the days
Love and Hugs,
Mom, Grandma and Great Grandma
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Our January Angels

Margaret (Maggie) 
Mages

September 02, 1951

January 21, 1917

Maggie was always in 
bright spot wherever 
she went.  Her she is 
at, “Sister's Weekend” 
at Debbie's house.

Charles Strate

November 26, 1947

January 19, 2001

Chuck was a friend to 
everyone.  He loved Nancy and 
his children above all else.
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Wedding of Alissa Fischer and Cody Groen – 
November 23, 2019
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Alissa and Cody Groen

Brianna and 
Steven 
singing at the 
wedding Jacob 

singing at 
his sister's 
wedding
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Alissa and Cody Continued in Photo

The five wedding couples from 2019 – Right to left, Kate and Byron, Michelle 
and Cody, Alissa and Cody,  Scott and Ashley and Kristen and Lewis.

Left is the first dance.  Below is the Uncle's 
dance with Alissa.  The Uncle have Alissa 
encircled.
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Alissa and Cody Continued in Photo
Left is the Aunt's dance with Cody.  It is 
LeAnn's turn.  Below is Cody after the 
Aunt's dance.  You were a very good 
sport Cody.

Scott in his barrel dancing the Beer 
Barrel Polka with Grandma Barbara

The band was on the floor playing for 
the crowd and encircled Grandma 
Barbara with their music.  What a fun 
band.

The 
Cake

The 
flowers
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Mages Sibling Christmas with Mom
December 12, 2019

     With necessary sadness our Mages Christmas party to be held at St. Margaret's 
Catholic Church in Lake Henry, Mn. was cancelled on November 30 th because of 
inclement weather. Many with little babies and children would have been on the icy 
roads with blizzard winds, and those who had to come from a great distance so it was 
a good decision.  
     Joe and I were by Mom one day and we got to talking about making our cards with 
Mom day into a Christmas celebration with Mom, the 16 siblings and their partners.  It 
would have been wonderful to include all the Grandkids and Great Grandkids too, but 
a house can only hold so many, and we are a family of 235 members.  
     The day started with Mass at St. Mary's Catholic Church in Sleepy Eye with 19 
family members there honoring and praying for all of our deceased family members.  
     We then proceeded to Mom's house with all but two sibling in attendance.  It was 
suppose to be a breakfast of just donuts, but you know this family.  Many dishes were 
served.  We all sat together around Mom's table and a card table close by and told 
stories of our growing up years.  We all laughed so hard at all the attics that were 
done, and Mom is finally finding out about all of it.  Finally we got down to playing 
cards.  The main table played, “65” in which Tom was the winner of only 68 points.  
The card table played, “Pfeffer,” with many winners.
     Once again we are eating, and was there ever food.  Mom made her wonderful 
Christmas Stuffing, and three counters and a stove top full of food was brought.  
Debbie and Stretch brought their famous sauerkraut and dumplings, and Jermayne 
and Duke their famous Cinnamon frosted bread and regular homemade bread.  Joe 
and Linda had the lettuce salad we all grew up with and so much more.  I am still full.  
     After lunch and the dishes were done,  thanks to our wonderful in laws for doing 
most of it, we gave away the Alphonse and Barbara Mages, Forever Young 
Scholarships to Brennen Mages, Natalie Goblirsch and Jasmine Miller of $750.00.  
The summer picnic wasn't held this year because of all the weddings so the 
anniversary gifts were presented to Mike and Amy for 30 years, Dean and Donna for 
35 years and John and Cindy for 40 years.  Nancy and Chuck would have been 50 
years this year, and Jermayne and Duane would have been 45 years this year, and 
they were honored also.  We miss you Chuck and Duane.  John and Cindy were in 
Nebraska for a farm conference, so Lisa got them on speaker phone, and we all 
wished them Happy Anniversary.  All the anniversary couple were asked to tell what 
their wedding day was like.  Everyone remembered how the day went except for Jeff 
who was the best man for John and Cindy.  Due to reasons !!!!!!!!!!!!!! Jeff couldn't 
remember so we had Jeff open the gift for John and Cindy, so he can have one 
memory.  
     In the morning we all had a shot of the liquor Helmut and Birgit sent to Mom for 
Christmas from Germany.  I videoed it and sent it to Helmut to view.  Larry poured all 
the shots.  Tom and Curt poured the coffee for this event.  What a fun day.    Linda 
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Mages Christmas in Photo
L-R:Front, Mom, Donna and Betty,  L-R: Back, Linda, Kathy, Arlene, Lisa, Nancy, 

LeAnn, Debbie, Rick, Sharon and Maxine

Mom, Tom, Curt pouring, LeAnn and 
Larry 

Mom, Tom, Larry, Maxine and Dan
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Mages Christmas in Photo Continued
Toasting Helmut, Birgit, Andi and Tobi from Minnesota

Tom pouring to Rick, Larry, Maxine and 
Dan.  I did notice Dan took the day off from 
coffee duties.

Madeline, Sawyer, Becca, Vann 
and Jane
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Mages Christmas - 12-12-2019

Top left is playing cards at the main table.  Top right 
is Jermayne cutting up her cinnamon bread.  Middle 
left is Mom and Kathy, and a little bit of Lisa saying 
the Grace Before Meal.  Above right is the guys 
playing cards or visiting.  Bottom left is Mom, Mike 
and David.

L-R:, Dean, Jerry, Joe, Rick, Larry, Curt, Jeff, Duke, 
Stretch and Tom

L-R:, Betty, Tom, LeAnn, Mom, Jane, Kathy, 
Debbie, Sharon, Donna, Lisa, Maxine and Nancy
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Alphonse and Barbara Mages, Forever Young 
Scholarships

Top Left is Grandfather Larry accepting Brennen Mages' scholarship from Great 
Grandma Barbara.  Top right is Grandmother Nancy Strate accepting Natalie 
Goblirsch's scholarship from Great Grandmother Barbara.  Lower left is all the 
Grandparents with their Grandchilds scholarship.  Lower right is Grandmother 
Jermayne and Duke accepting Jasmine Miller's scholarship.
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This Years Anniversaries

Jeff opened John and Cindy's 45th 
anniversary gift from the Mages 
Family

Dean and Donna's 35th 
anniversary gift from the 
Mages family

Mike and Amy's 30th anniversary gift 
from the Mages Family
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In Sympathy
     The Mages Family expresses our sincere sympathy to our adopted brother and his 
family upon the death of Dewey's Dad, Lloyd Havemeier.  May the Good Lord hold you 
close during these trying days.  We are so sorry.  

Its that time again, guitars and beer with holiday cheer and this time around a brand 
new year!!! 

Where: Owatonna Knights of Columbus Hall (basement bar)

When: Dec 31 at 7pm 

- 7pm cocktails and bingo. 

- 9pm Acoustic Rock & Roll by my band brothers Zak Rivers, Thad Z. and Rupe. 

- We will be ringing in the new year! 

- We will open up the stage and mic throughout the evening for those that want to get 
up and jam!

- Let us know if you can make it. If need be I will plan to have dedicated transport to 
haul folks home or to hotels. I look forward to seeing all of you!

Make it a great day!    Jory

New Years Eve Party by Jory

Dewey with his beautiful wife 
Mary taken at Magesfest 2017
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Merry Christmas
From Jermayne and Duke

2019 – A year of many adventures for Jermayne and Duke

This year included one mission trip, two cross country flights, and four motorcycle trips 
adding up to over 4,000 miles.  A few special places they visited were San Lucas 
Marketplace, Wind Cave, Mount Rushmore, The Badlands, The Canadian Museum of 
Human Rights, Time Square, 911 Memorial and Central Park.  Wishing everyone safe and 
enjoyable travels throughout the holidays. 

Guatemala Arizona Kansas City

Black Hills Winnipeg New York City

Merry Christmas from The Kuss Family
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